
Duhabi children home
Required budget 2015

 Home management:-
S.N
.

Particulars 2014 (Approved) Increase   % For 2015

1. Food and nutrition 3,00,000 10% 330000
2. Education 41,000 10% 45100
3. Maintenance 20,000 15% 23000
4. Medicine 18,000 10% 19800
5. Hygiene 30,000 10% 33000
6. Clothing 25,000 10% 27500
7. Gas refilling 38,000 10% 41800
8. Telephone/ net 20,000 10% 22000
9. Admin/ traveling 10,000 15% 11500
10. Star prize 6,000 10% 6600
11. Festival expenses - - 5000

______
Total 565300
Less: 20% of total 113060

          Total 5,08,000 - 452240
 

Salary:- 
S.N. Post Approved in 2014 Requested for 2015 Monthly
1. Office manager 1,09,200 131040 10080
2. Home mother 78,000 93600 7200
3. Cook mother 62,400 74880 5760
4. Tutor 52,000 62400 4800
5. Computer teacher 14,040 16848 1296
6. Dance teacher 14,040 16848 1296
7. Accountant 26,520 31824 2448

      Total 3,56,200 427440 32880

Notes:

 Total annual required value (452240 + 427440) = 879680   
 Local source of home supports 20% of total requested budget for home management
 Home  management  is  expected  +10%  in  existing  except  admin/travelling  and 

maintenance ( Both are expected +15% in existing) 
 Salary is expected +20% in existing 
 Annual salary includes one month bonus salary
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Other project cost requirement and long run planning of Duhabi home

 Few windows in home are broken. Window frame and glass need a replacement as it a 
physical hazard and may harm children. The estimated cost of repairing window is 
Rs.15000.

 There are two girls in home who are appearing in SLC examination this year. The 
vocational  training  is  essential  after  their  completion  of  examination  which  is 
estimated Rs. 15000

 The iron net to the east  part  of home needs red oxide painting to protect  it  from 
corrosion. Red oxide painting total cost is estimated Rs. 20000

 Computer printer is necessary in home to make the work easy and quick and in the 
other  hand  it  helps  decreasing  the  printing  expenses  as  well.  Cost  of  printer  is 
estimated Rs. 15000

 UPS in  home  is  very  essential  to  protect  the  computers  from electrical  problem. 
Because  of  high  load  shedding  power  cut  is  very common which  will  of  course 
damage  the  major  parts  of  computer.  UPS  will  minimize  the  risk  of  problems 
generated by common power cut. The total cost of 2 UPS is estimated Rs. 7000

 Home would like to introduce new program plan, “Media Mobilization” which main 
purpose  is  to  introduce  the  home  and  its  social  contribution  to  the  stakeholders 
(people,  group  and  government)  via  media.  It  helps  strengthening  the  local 
fundraising program as well in near future. The estimated minimum cost is Rs. 15000 
for this program.

 Home has a proposed plan of introducing the special child care taker who will assist 
children with their day to day activities. He/ she is responsible of making the entire 
report  of  children  regarding their  attributes  and  personality  after  well  counseling. 
He/she is also responsible making child development report and reports the matters to 
the  office  manager  along  with  the  appropriate  advice  and  suggestion.  Home  has 
estimated the yearly total cost Rs. 78000 to initiate the program.

 The back house old building in Duhabi home needs renovation. It’s been long it is not 
in use. It is not safe for small children since all doors windows are broken and there 
are plenty of sharp substances. Home can be benefitted with the renovation of the 
building  as  they  can  use  it  for  many purposes  like;  hall  of  fame,  visitors  room, 
meeting room, library etc. The total cost is not exactly estimated now but during the 
offer of this particular renovation, the cost can be estimated. 

 Sound system is needed in home for internal programs like; quiz contest, dancing and 
annual meeting. It is also important for them for cultural program (Deusi bhailo)
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